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The principal objective of this report is to outline a multilevel control
scheme for the Large Space Telescope (LST). The concept and methodology of
the scheme is based upon the decomposition-aggregation stability analysis of
large-scale systems [1-3], iaidch was used to study structural properties of
the control system for a spinning flexible spacecraft [4, 5].
The two-level analysis of the decomposition-aggregation method is ideally
suitable for designing a multilevel feedback control [6 .10] for dynamic systems
composed of interconnected subsystems. Local controllers on the subsystem
level are used to stabilize (or optimize) -the decoupled subsystems. On the
second hierarchial level the global controllers are used to minimi ze the in-
teractions among the subsystems, and make the control system meet ;:he required
performance characteristics for the overall. system. This multilevel strategy
can solve complex control problems "piece-by-piece" and make the computer use
attractive in cases when the direct approach is either not feasible (excessive
computer storage), or it is uneconomical. (excessive computer time).
The detailed plan of the report is as follows:
In Section 2, we will develop a nonlinear model for the LST which is based
upon the linear model described in [11]. Thaq nonlinear representation will
serve as a realistic model for evaluating the potentials of the multilevel
schemes for control of the LST.
In Section 3, we will outline the general multilevel stabilization algor-
ithm [6-8]. Both local and global controllers are involved. The local con-
trollers are used to stabilize each decoupled subsystem by any of the classi-
cal techniques such as pole-shifting, root-locus, parameter plane, etc. The
role of the global controllers is to minimi ze the effect of interactions among
the subsystems. Finally, the aggregate system is constructed on the higher
hierarchial level to conclude stability of the overall composite system. We
E
will consider a class of dynamic systems 112] iddch can always be stabilized
by the proposed scheme using local controllers only. Since the LST model de-
l
	
veloped in Section 2 is in that class, we will be able to effectively design
the feedback control which stabilizes the LST.
In Section 4, we will present a multilevel optimization scheme for con-
trol of large-scale systems [9, 10]. The local controllers are used to opti-
mize the decoupled subsystems with respect to quadratic cost. The global con-
trollers are applied to reduce the subsystem interactions, or entirel y decouple
the subsystems as is the case of the LST. While this control scheme results
in a suboptimal performance when the effective interactions are present, it
produces an optimal, contriol when the total decoupling takes place. Thus, the
design procedure can effectively be used for constructing an optimal control
system for the LST.
Both the stabilization and the optimization . multilevel schemes are en-
tirely computerized. The description of the programs is provided in the Ap-
pendix.
This report is written under the supervision and with the participation
of the Principal Investigator, D. D. Siljak. Investigator S. K. Sundareshan
developed the model of LST in Section 2, and Sections 4 aild A.2 on multi-
level optimization. Investigator M. B. Vu?cev1c developed the multilevel sta-
bilization scheme presented in Sections 3 and A.I.
3
2 . D - -LOMWr OF A MODEL FOR TI •IE LST
The Large Space Telescope [LST] is modeled as a rigid body with three
orthogonally mounted reaction wheel actuators and is considered to be subject
to gravitational and magnetic disturbance torques. Unlike in the earlier ana-
lyses [113,nonlinear coupling phenomena are not ignored and a complete three-
axes model for the spacecraft is obtained as a nonlinear interconnected sys-
tem. The interconnections represent the coupling between the motions along
Ir	 the individual axes. Hence this model will be a more accurate description ofdescri!>	 p
the LST, which however, is necessary due to the precision pointing requirements
demanded of the control system.
The spacecraft's equation of motion can be written down from the Euler
equations [11], as
3
I •	 +wxl V+	 {wx0itrIi+2wix Ii  w+Ii• 	
'ii-1
(2.l)+ W  x Ii 4 Ii) = M
and
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Ix, Iy, I  denoting the components along the three axes
constituting an inertial reference frame Irf ;
1, 2, 3, are the inertia temors of the three reaction
wheels that are mounted orthogonally and parallel to the
(2,2)
i'
axes constituting the standard body-fixed reference frame
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w	 is the angular velocity vector of the LST relative to the
frame Irf
i = 1 1 2, 3, are the angular velocity vectors of the re-
action wheels relative to the frame Trf. ;
M	 is the total external torque acting on the LST; and
My , i = 1, 2, 3, are the internal torques on the reaction
wheels.
The angular velocity w can be expressed in terms of the rates of angu-




where	 is the roll angle, e is the pitch angle and 	 is the yaw angle*. 	 E







in tenors of the components as
vl 	0	 0




	 Equations (2.1) and (2.2) can now be simplified into the following four
sets of scalar equations:
i







Ix	 + 6+ (I z- Iy) + I3zv3 - I2yv2	 ' + Ilxv, = Mx
Ty6 +	 (Ix- Iz) + IIxvl ► - I3zv3 $ +I2yv2 = Ay
I 	 + e (Iy- Ix) + I2yv2 - Ilxvl e + I.^:,v3 = M3
(ii) Equations for the Reaction Wieel mounted parallel to x- axis:
Iixj + Ivl
 = rL-,-,
Ilya + (Ilx- vO + it vl$ = Mly
ily^ + (Ily- Ilx)i,6 - Ilxv16 = N z
(iii) Equations for the Reaction Igieel mounted parallel to y-a s
I2z`^ ^' (I2y, "2z)	 +I2yv2 
= ^'Zx
I2y8 + I2yv2 p 
m 2
x2z^ 
+ (I2z+ I2 )8W - IZyv2 , = ht2z
(iv) Equations for the Reaction Vieel mounted parallel to z-aids:
11 + (Ia. I3y) e+ I3zv3 e='4\13x
I^^B + (I3y- I3xW + Ij?va + = ^y
I.^	 + I-





For further simplification, ive will assume that the reaction wheels are
small so that Ilx << Ix , 
I 
2 « I  , 
I 
3 << I  and they have one degree of
freedom inly. With these, equations (2.5)-(2. 8) can be simplified into,
y + 4(Iz- Iy) 
+ Ilxvl = Px
Iy8 + ;$ (Ix- Iz) + I2y 2 = My
I  + Pay-






I 2 2 = M2y
	
(2.11)
23z + I3z" 3 r M3z	 02.12)
Substitution of (2.10)-(2.12) into (2.9) will result in the following
three equations describing the motions along the individual axes and their
interconnections:
Ix + CIZ- Iy) 6$ = (Mx- M1x)
Iy6 + (Ix- Id 0 = (My- M2y)
I  + U Ix) g; 	 (Mz - M3z)	 (2.13)
It is now necessary to evaluate the various torques. Since the internal
torques on the reaction wheels are small, it may be assumed that these are











Mi:,re Ki , KZ and K3 are the drive motor constants (the., negative signs
in (2.14) merely indicate the directions of these torques).
The external torques acting on the body of the LST are mainly environment-
al disturbance forces and are composed of gravity-gradient, magnetic, aerody-
namic and solar pressure torques. The latter two will be negligibly small com-
pared to the others and will usually be accounted for in control system designs
by considering them as equivalent zero-mean stationary white noise processes.
V.e gravity-gradient and magnetic torques can be represented as purely deter-
ministic signals involving a constant term and a sinusoidal function of time
with twice orbital rate. Hence, following the analysis in 111] the external
torques can be obtained as,
x = {Y11 + Y1Z "s(' } x) + sl} Ix
_ {Y21 }Y22
 
Cos( t+X) +s2} 1y
Mz {Y31 + t32 cos ( t + i)	 s31 Iz	 (2.15)
Where	 Yi] , i = 1, 2, 3 , are constants that can be determined [11) from the
inertia components Ix , ly, I  , the magnitude of the LST dipole momoit and the
earth's magnetic field intensity; and s i , i = 1, 2, 3 , are white-noise pro-
cesses characterizing the aerodynamic and solar pressure torques.
Substitution of (2.14) and (2.15) in (2.13) and further simplification re-
suits in the following system of equations:
+ a14 - Olul + x
r + a3^6 = 53u3 + 1Mz	 (Z.1G)




a	 -3 = ^--




Iia3 = 	 and Mx , y, M^ are the external. disturbance torques given by (2.15) .z
It is now simple to obtain a state-space representation of the LST by
choosing the state-vector
x __ [$, ;, e ,
 e : ^$ V3 
which results in the time-invariant model,
x = Ax + Bu t h(x) + FM
where
0	 1 0 0 0	 0 0 0 0
0	 0 0 0 0	 0 1 0 0
A 0	 0 0 1 0	 0 ;	 B= 0 0 0
0	 0 0 0 0	 0 0 0x 0
0	 0 0 0 0	 1 0 0 0
0	 0 0 0 0	 D 0 0 s3
0 0 0 0
-a10
. 1 0 0
h(x) = 0 and F 0 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 0





The diagonal structure of the matrices A , B and F permits us to par-
tition the state-vector as,











9With this, (2.x.8) can be described as a set of interconnected subsystems,
xi = Aix + biui + hi{x) + fidi
 , i = 1 2




















with dl = M^, d2 =	 and d3 = Mz being the external disturbances.
It may be observed that when hi (x) = 0 , i = 1, 2, 3 , (2.20) represents
three decoupled subsystems which describe the motions of the spacecraft along
the three axes. However, hi (x) are not zero and constitute the interconnec-
tj.ons among the subsystems, thus making an analysis based on the smaller-dimen-
sional decoupled subsystems alone inaccurate.
The system represented by (2.20), is driven by the disturbance forces di
in addition to the control signals u i . However, these external disturbances
can be completely cancelled by constructing a disturbance accommodating control-
ler as described an [3, 1]. This imivolves the determination of a suitable dif-
ferential equation model for the disturbances and with the augmentation of the
disturbance variables with the state variables of the system, designing a feed-
back controller that counteracts the disturbancf- forces by feeding back the es-
timated disturbance variables. Although this analysis is conducted for a single-
axis model of the LST ronly for the pitch motion control) in [l], a straight- 	 j
forward extension that uses three separate disturbance accommodating controllers
can be obtained for the three-axis model presently considered. Due to the above
	
i
reason, we will ignore the disturbance terms from our model and conduct all fur-
.
F
then analysis on the system,
= Ai ;. + vy I + h;  Cx) v i = 1 0 2, 3 s	 (2.21)
obtained from (2.20) with the substitution di = 0 .
3.1. AMWZeVeZ ControZ
Let us consider a linear dynamic system
x = Ax f Bu ,
i_	 I	 i	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I
11
3. STABILIZATION
When a complex dynamic system is given as a number of locally controlled
interconnected subsystems, it can be stabilized by a multilevel control scheme
[6 - 8] based upon the decomposition-aggregation stability analysis 11 - 3^.
In the scheme, the dimensionality problem is resolved by carrying out all op-
erations on the subsystem level. Both local and global controllers can be in-
valved. The local controllers are introduced to stabilize each decoupled sub-
system by any of the classical techniques such as the pole-shifting by state
feedback, root-locus, parameter plane method, etc. The global controllers
minimize the effect of interaction^ among the subsystems. Finally, the aggre-
gate system is constructed on the higher hierarchical level to conclude stabi-
lity of the overall composite system.
It is important to note that the proposed stabilization produces large-
systems which are connectively stable [1 - 3 ] That is, stability is in-
variant under structural perturbations whereby subsystems are disconnected and
i
connected again in various ways during the operation of the system. Further-
more, the stabilized systems haile wide tolerance to nonlinearities in the in-
teractions between the subsystems.
After we outline the multilevel control scheme for stabilization of large-
scale systems, we will consider a class of dynamic systems which can be always
stabilized by the scheme using local controllers only. Since the LST model
developed in the preceeding section falls in that class, we will be able to
effectively design the feedback control which stabilizes the LST.
where x(t) C Rn
 is the state of the system, u(t) E R s is the 'input to the
system, and A and B are constant n x n and n x s matrices. We assume
that the system is brought into the input-decentralized form
S
A.x. +	 A. x. + b.u. , i - 1, 2, ... , s 	 (3.2)z	 i ]`1 1j j	 1 1
Jai
n.
where xi (t) E R 1 is the state of the i-th subsystem, and ui (t) G R is
the corresponding local control, so that
n	 n
IF R^x R 2 x...x R s (3.3)
and each pair (Ai , bi) is controllable.
In (3.2), the matrices Ai , A^7
 , and the vectors bi have appropriate
dimensions. As shown in reference [ 6 ),
	
any linear dynamic system (3.1)
can be represented by its input--decentralized form (3.2).
To stabilize the system (3.2), we apply the decentralized feedback con-
trot
U.1 	 = uz (t) + ug (t )	 (3.4.)
where ui (t) is chosen as a local control law
u^ = -kx.	 (3.5)






;where ki] 6 R 3 are constant vectors.














(i- bzkz)xi + S (Ai- - bzIJ. )x. , i =- 1, 2, ... , s 	 (3.7)
7=1
Jai
Since each pair (Ai , bi ) is controllable, a simple choice of ki can
be always made [13]	 to place the eigenvalues of A i- Biky at any desired
locations -ai	 jWI q ...J^+p,.-cP^1^ ••^
	 -a' (a' >0	 q = 1 , 2,
z
... , ni , and 1 < p < ni)	 Then, each uncoupled subsystem
xi	 (Ai- bik )xi 	i = 1, 2, ... , s	 (3.8)
is stabilized with a degree of exponential stability
To provide a Liapunov function ( 5--8 ] with the exact estimate of Iri
for each decoupl.ed subsystem, we apply to (3.8) the linear nonsingular trans-
formation
xi
 = Tixi , [3.10)
to get the system (3.8) as
Xi	Ax r (3.11)i i























For the system (3.11), we choose the Liapunov function v i : R + R.
Vi cki) = [xyHixi)", ,	 (3.13)
where
ATRI. + H.A. = •-6. ,
	
[3.14)1 1	 1 1	 1
and
Gi = 26 i
 diag I ri, Q1, ... , p, p, P+1 , ... ,	 i}, 'i = s Ii .
In (3.15), gi > 0 is an arbitrary constant and I i is the ni x ni
identity matrix.
The aggregate comparison system involving the vector Liapunov function
v: 0 -} R} ,
v - (v11 v22 ... ! vs ) T P	 (3.16)
is obt-kined for the transformed system (3.7),




Jai	 i = 1, 2, ... , s	 (3.17)
where Aid = Tj-1'A., bi = T-lbi , lc = kT T. , and using the LiapunovI.J
functions vi (xi) defined in (3.13). Using the aggregation method presented
in (1 - 5 3	 we construct the comparison system
v< WV	 (318)
I^	 where the constant s x s matrix fV = (wig) has. the elements defined as









kij	 [(Aij- b3.ij) T CAij - bikIj }}	 (3.20)
where ^m is the maxim tun eigenvalue of the indicated matrix.
As known 1 - 3 ]	 global asymptotic stability of the system (3.17) and,
therefore, original system (3.2), is implied by the Sevastyanov-Kotelyanski con-
	
ditions (14 ]	 which for W = ( Ij ) defined by (3. 19) and (3..20) have the
following fort
(-l)k










0, k = 1, 2,	 , s .	 (3.21)
To satisfy conditions (3.21), we choose the vectors kij in (3.20} so as
to minimize the nonnegative numbers 9 
i 
which reflect the strength of inter-
connections among the subsystems in (3.17). Such choice is provided by
kij = ([b-bi) 
-1 b1Aij ] T	 (3.22)
where (bsbi) -1 bi is the Moore-Penrose gpnerali.zed inverse of Si (15] .
The choice of kij in (3.22) produces the optimal aggregate matrix W in
M
the sense that W* < W (that is, W 
T
- W < 0) is valid for all kij	 That
is equivalent to saying [161 	that aM (W) < aM(iS) for all kij	 Since
conditions (3.21)are necessary and sufficient for X,,,A < 0 , that is, for
stability of W , the choice kij = ki7 is justified.
To conclude stability of the overall system (3.17) with the optimal choice
kij = kij , which is
•_	 T -1 T s
^ . R.. + [li- Bi (b ii) bi] j I1 Aij j








4we apply the determinantal inequalities (3.21) to the optimal aggregate matrix
- (z5 ) defined by (3.19) and g^ij - 9i7 =	 [i - bi (bbi) -1 bi) j 1.
We arrive at the following:
Theaverft 3.1. The linear controZ system (3.2) is stabilized by the Zinear con-
trot laws
S
ui = -kTx i -	 k xj ,	 i - 1, 2, ... , s	 (3.24)j=1 ij
yi
where k ^ kijT^l
 , if the corresponding s x s aggregate matrix
W* - [ - Sij 7ri + (1-6ij)Eij)
	
(3.25)
satisfies conditions (3.21) .
Successful application of the above theorem depends on appropriate choice
of the eigenvalues for the decoupled subsystems (3.8). Once the subsystem
eigenvalues are prescribed, the control law (3.24) and, thus, the gain vectors
k1, 
ki3 
in (3.24), are computed uniquely using the proposed algorithm. There-
fore, if for computed gains ki, ki3 , the conditions (3.21) are not met, a re-
assignment of the subsystems eigenvalues is required. The search for aua ap-
propriate set of subsystems eigenvalues can be aided by the interactive compu-
ter program described in. Section A.1. The efficiency of the computer program
relies on the low order of the subsystems and the simplicity in testing the
Sevastyanov-Kotelyanskii conditions (3.21). Furthermore, the computerized
procedure provides a considerable freedom to the designer to apply his under-
standing of the system and the familiarity with the method to come up with a.
successful design. i
.3.2 An Mustrative Ex=ple
Let us consider a system (3.1) described by the equation
1	 11.50	 86.50 ;	 4	 22.50 1	 a
0.45	 0	 -4.09	 8.91	 -0.82 1	 0
0.18	 1	 8.36	 0.36	 3.27 0	 0x+ u .
---------------- ..




5	 2.75 0	 1
0.18
	 0	 -9.82	 0.18	 -6.36 a	 1
The eigenvalues of the matrix A correspond.1hg to (3.26) are
Al 2 = 0.76 ± j 1.83, h3 = 11,54, X4 = -3.89, x5 = -1.15 , 	 (3.27)
and the system is unstable.
To stabilize the system (3.26), we start with its input-decentralized re-
presentation (3.2) given as
1 11.50 86.50 4 22.50 1
x1 = 0.45 0 -4.09 xl + 8.91 -0.82 x2 + ^, u1
0.18 1 8.36 0.36 3.27	 0
5 2.75 0	 1.25 14.75	 1
x 2 = x+2 x+1 u 2	 (3.28)0.18 -6.36 0.18	 0 -9.82 1
and transform each subsystem into its comparison form [13) to get
Q	 1	 0	 3.20	 1.98	 0
	
=	 0	 0	 1 xc + -14.72	 0.49 x2 + 0 u1
-8.86	 8.50	 9.36	 .-7.92	 36.01	 1
a	 1	 1.69	 1.26	 0.08	 ^'a
	
^ =	 xc +	 x^ +	 u (3, 29)2	 [32.52 -1.36	 2	 -7.52	 -5.23 0. 49 	- 1	 z
_i	 l	 _I	 I	 I	 l
I
The transformation into the comparison form is of no conceptual signifi-
cance, and is Vin.?ormed on the subsystem level for two practical reasons.
First, it is convenient for subsystem stabilization by ;Dole-assignment apply-
ing the state feedback and, secondly, the diagonal form (3.17) with no complex
roots, can be obtai-ed from the companion form (3.29) using the Vandermonde
matrixTi in (3.10) where xi
 is replaced by xc .
Now, by using the local feedback law (3.5) and vectors
ki _ (1791.142
 458.50, 46.36)
k2 = (33 82 1.14)	 (3.34)
we allocate the eigenvalues of the uncoupled subsystems (3.27) from
A^ = 0.63 ,	 X21 5.04
X2 = -1.39 ,	 X2 = -5.41
_ 10.12 ,	 (3.31)
to
X1 -10	 ,	 X1 = -1
712 	-12	 s	 ^2 = »1.5
_ -15	 (3.32)
After the local stabilization, the interconnected subsystems have the quasi-
diagonal form
--10	 0	 0	 -23.52	 -43.7S ­	0.1
x1 ^	 0 -12	 0 x1 + 46.23	 68.97 x2 + -0.17 ug
0	 0 -15	 -15.49	 -24.96	 0.07
[-I	 0179.95 247.53 367,4.0	 2
x2 =	 x2	 x1	 ug ,




Iwhich is not identical to (3.17). For the moment, we did not make use of the
global control ug , uz in  (3,33). In order to demonstrate the effect of the
global controllers, we set k12 k21 = 0 .
From (3.9) and (3.32) , we have n l
 10 , Tr2 = 1. Using (3.20) and (3.33)
we compute 





W =	 ,	 (3.34)[676.68
	 -1
which does not satisfy the conditions (3.21). Therefore, we cannot conclude
stability of the overall system.
Let us use now the global control specified by (3.22),
k12 = (-238.95, -415.34)
k21	 (90.63, 129.14, 183.33)	 (3.35)
which yields the subsystems (3.33) as
-10 0 0 0.37	 -2.25
x1 0 -12 0 xl +	 0.40	 --0.25	 x2





 3	 (3.36)0 -1.5 -1.31	 -0.75	 0.72










which satisfies the conditions (3,21). Therefore, by theorem I the system
(3.28)• is stabilized by the control law (3.24) determined by the gams (3.30)
_!	 I	 .._ I	 i	 I	 I,	 I	 I
20
and (3.35). The eigenvalues of the overall closed-loop system
^10 0 0	 ; 0.37 -2.25
0 -12 0	 ; 0.40 -0.25
=
0 0 -15 0.44 2.'73 x	 (3,38)
--------------------- r -------------
a
-1.31 -0.75 0.72 ; -1 0
-7.31 -0.75 0.72 0 -1.5
corresponding to (3.36), are
A1,2 "'1.03 :- 30.16, A3 = -10.27, X 4 	11.99 2 AS = -7.5.3.7, (3.39)
which have negative real parts.
It is also interesting to note that an upper estimate of the degree n
of exponential stability of the system (3.1) is provided by the aggregate
matrix W since, in general 7r < min Tri . In other words, the degree of
i
exponential stability of the overall system w stabilized by the proposed
method, is smaller than the degree of exponential stability of each decoupled
subsystem.
3.3 Local Stabilization
In this section, we consider a class of linear input-decentralized large-
scale systems which can always be stabilized by only local feedback control
applied around each subsystem. This class of systems is characterized by the
comparison form of the subsystem matrices and the lower diagonal form of the
interconnection matrices.
Let us consider again the system
s
Xi
=Aaxi} I A .x- }b. .jji
where the n, x nz matrix Ai and the ni vector bi a•.
i_1;2,...,s (3.2)
21
0	 1	 0	 0
0	 0	 . . .	 0	 0
0










all = 0 , p < q	 (3.41)pq
where P = 1, 2, a a a ) ni and q = 1, 2, a . . . nj .
In order to stabilize system (3.2) characterized by (3.40) and (3.41),
we apply the local control
U^	 r x	 (3.5)
and get (3.2) as
s




Gain vectors ki are chosen so that each matrix Ai- b.kT has a set L
of distinct -real eigenvalues Ap defined by
Li 	 P> 1^	 > 0 p = 1, 2,	 n.}p
i.= 1, 2) eat	 s a	 (3.43)
The positive constant a is to be determined, so that the overall system
(3.2) is stabilized.
Following the development in Section 3.1, we transform C3.42) into
s
x	 A . :Z. +	 i	 1 ) 2 0	 t s	 (3.44)




where the txansi;omtion (.3.10) is used to get
Ai -- Ti (Ay b-i}Ti , Aza = J^'AijT.	 (3.45)
with Ai in the quiszdiagonal foam
Ai diag -acrn_ }	 (3.45)
^	 i




Ri = diag {l, a,
	 a Z } ,	 (3.48)
and Ti is the Vandermonde matrix
	











	 (-a2) ^	 ... (-n_ ) ^	 (3.49)
For the moment, we consider the free uncoupled subsystems
xi	 A-x
i.	
z = 1, 2, ... , s .
	
(3.50)
Each subsystem (3.50) is stabilized with a degree of exponential stability




Gi 20i diag {aal , aa., ...	 , an_ }	 , Hi = 63.11 03.53)
^__l
	
I_	 I	 1	 i_J
n.
Now, we choose again the Liapunov Runcti.on v: R a* + R+
V3. (R3.) = (X1Hixi) I
where






v < Wv	 03,18)
is formed as in Section 3.1 computing the elementsw
iz
 of the aggregate ma-
trix W with
3.j	 ^M (A jAij )	 C3. 54)
and
Aid = 
T  1R71P iJR.t	
C3. 53)
Our ability to stabilize the system depends ultimately on satisfying the
Sevastyanov-Kotelyanskii conditions (3.21) by the aggregate matrix W = (wij)
defined by
wij = -6. q. + (1-6..).Z..	 (3.19)
Since the matrix W has nonnegative off-diagonal elements, it is a well,-known
fact Z lb	 that the conditions (3.21) are equivalent to the quasidominant
diagonal property of W ,
djlwj j 	 dis
i#J
where di 
I sare positive numbers. Apparently, we can make the matrix W sat-
isfy conditions [3.20) , if we can increase the diagonal elements w ii suffi-
ciently large while keeping the off-diagonal elements wij bounded. This is
exactly the case with the class of systems under consideration. lie notice that
the diagonal elements (i = j),
03.57)wii ` "anil






are bounded functions of a . To see this, we note that the elements
aq-p al of the matrices Rz1A..RJ are either zero for p < q due to (3.41),
or they are bounded for p > q due to nonpositive powers of a . We have
lam R. IA. R. = D.	 (3.59)
where the matrix D?7 ^d) is defined by: dpq = app when p = q , and
d^ = 0 , when p ^ q 	 From (3.55) and (3.59), we define Did = i-lD..Tj
and conclude from
lim 
9i3 (a) = hMyjDij)	 (3.60)a-^+es
that the off-diagonal elements wij are hounded in a .
Therefore, for the selected class of dynamic systems ti.° can always choose
a sufficiently large parameter a , and use local linear feedback control to
stabilize the systems. From (3.43), we see that by increasing the value of
U , we move the subsystem eigenvalues away from the origin, thus, increasing
the degree of exponential stability, of each subsystem. This, however, -requires





3.4. An 1-Nuttratiye Example
Let us illustrate the local stabilization procedure using the following
example:
I	 0	 1 0	 2	 0 0 -0
0	 0 1	 3	 4 0 0
x -	
.,2	
^1 1	 x+;	 2_-1 1 0	 u .
	
(3.61)- _
-- --- ---rt--- --





5	 6 0	 3	 -2 0 1 
The eigenvalues of the system matrix A corresponding to (3.61), are
X1 = 1.72442 X2 = 5.1042, A3 = --1.2633, X4,5
 = -4.2826 	j1.7755
(3.62)
and the system (3.61) is unstable.
The system (3.61) can be decomposed as
0 1 0	 2 0
	 0
x1 = 0 0 1 x1
 + 3 4 x2 + 0 u1
-2 -1 -1	 2	 1	 1	 (3.63a)
0 1	 4 0 0	 0
x2	
-3 -2 x2 + 5
	 6 0 x1 + 1 -, u2
	
(3.63b)
The eigenvalues of the subsystem (3.63a) are moved from
1.3532, 7,2j3  = 0.1766 ± j 1.2028	 (3.64)
to the new locations
X1 = -a2 = -], ^2 = -a2 = -2, a2 = -a2 = - 3 	 (3.65)
applying the local control (S.5) and
ki = (4, 10, 5)	 (3.66)
SamUarly, the eigenvalues of the subsystem (3.63b) are changed from
j?
Al 2 = "1 + 1 1.4142 ,	 (3.57)
to
A2 = ^a2 = ^-1, X2 = _a^2 = ..2	 (3.68)
applying the local control (3.5) and
k  = (-1, 1)	 (3.69)
Referring to (3.46), we see that in (3.65) and (3.68), the parameter a = 1 .
Site construct the transformation matrices R1 , R2 , Tl, 
'r2 fora > 1 as
1 0 0	 1 1 1
R1 = 0 a Q
	
, T1 W -1 -2 -3
Q 0 a 2	 1 4 9
^ G	 1 
I ]R2 r 0 a  	 T2 - -]. -2	 ^	 (3.70)
The numbers Trl , 'r2 are both set to one. Then, the aggregation matrix of












- n-1	 n	 il	 -1	 n
E12 = ^'M (T1 Al2T2) P Z21 — aM (T2. A21T1)
,f^
and Al2 , Ali are specified in C3.63).
N
It is obvious that the matrix W in [3.72) does'not satisfy the in-
equalities (3'21).
From (3,63) and (3.59), we find that
2	 0	 4' a	 0
X12 	 a 4 ' D21
0 a	
0	 b	 0	 (3,73)
_
N
and for a > 15, , we haveX12 z 32,55, 921 z 18.98 . Thus, for a = 25
we have the aggregate matrix
-25	 32.55 (3.75)
18.98	 -25
which satisfies the conditions (3.21), and the overall system is stable. The
corresponding eigenvalues of the overall closed--loop system are
al = -36.0364, x'2,3 = -25.9599 ± j3.5219, ?`4,5 = -68.5213 ± j6.9474.
(3.76)
For the chosen value of a = 25 , we have the eigenvalue sets L  and
L2 defined in (3.43) given as
Ll	 {-acrI -aa2, -a^3l = {-25, -50, -7511 1,
L2 = {-aal , -aa21 = {-25, -501.
	
(3.77)
The locations of the subsystem eigenvalues specified by Ll , L2 of (3.77),
are achieved by the local state-variable feedback defined by (3.5) and
kT1 = (93748, 6874, 149)
kT
 = (1247 0 73)2 (3.78)
The gains an (3.78) are relatively high which is due to the use of local
controllers only. The gains can be =Lsiderabl reduced b applying  globaly	
.S	 y	 Y















 j " 
bz i
S
xi = Aixi + aix^
j =l E
s (3.79)
3.5 Application -to LST
In this section, we design a control system for the nonlinear model of
LST described in Section 2, by using only the local linear controllers as
proposed in Section 3.3. This necessitates an application of the results
obtained by Weissenberger [17) which are concerned with the finite regions
of stability of large-scale systems rather than their global stability pro-
perties.
We notice that the LST model (2.20) belongs to a general class of sys-





where Ai are constant n  x ni matrices, 
Ai3 
are nQ x 3 constant ma-
trices, a  and b  are n  constant vectors.
To stabilize the system (3.79), we choose the local control.
ui - 
-kixi	 i = 11 2, ... , s	 (3.80)
so that each uncoupled subsystem
xi = (Ai- biky)xi , i = 1, 2,	 , s	 (3.81)
has a prescribed set of distinct eigenvalues
fi
cry' > 0; p, a = I t 2,	 ni}, i = i t 2 1	 J. 5. (3.82)
Q



























where Ai = Tj1 ( y- b-k')Ti has the quasidiagon-,a form (3.12), I j =
ilk. - J , and di = T-tai .
n.
We define the interaction function h: T x Rn + R Z among the subsystems
of (3.83) as
s
III (x) - azx" E	 Aij J .	 (3.84)
j=1
j#i,Q
The interactions hi (x) can be bounded as
i	 S
1 Ihi (.xJ I { < vOQ I	 9ij I I- ^ ^ , 'fix E r	 (3.85)
!	 j
on the :region





voi are positive yet unspecified constants, and ij (aiai)^
XM(AzjAij)
The aggregate s x s matrix W = {wij ) which corresponds to the system
(3.83) and constraints (3.85), is obtained following -reference [17),
W = DR	 [3.87)
where
D = diag ;vOZ' v03 , ... , 
v0s' v0'LI	 03.88)
i	 I	 i	 I	 I	 I	 I	 1
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and the s x s matrix W ;q [Ri,) is deRined by
f,rij	 -Sijv6ei + C1- 8ij^ ij	 (3.89)
with 7ri defined in (3.9) .
From (.3.87), it follows that W satisfies inequalities (5. Z1) if and
only if W does. Inequalities (3.21) applied to W determine the constants
v01 , v02 ,	 , v0s in (3.85). It is possible to calculate these constants
recursively. To see this, we note that the k-th leading principal k x k
submatrix Wk can be expressed as
1
Wk-1	 fk	 10	 Wk-1 i	 0	 1 Wk-1fk
Wk ^	 TT-
	gk Wkk	 gkWkli ;
-1	 0	
^kk gkWk-lfk	 0 ;	 1
(3.90)
Therefore, the k-th leading prbiciple minor of W is
det Wk = det Wk-1 (wkk gQ 1fk)
	 (3.91)
For the inequalities (3.91) to be satisfied by W , it is necessary and suffi-
cient that
+TW 1 f > 0	 k= l 2 ...
-wkk
 gk k-l. k	 >	 >	
s .
From (3.89), we have
k	 lk 2k	 sk	 k - kl k2	 ks
(3.92)
(3.93)
and from (3.89) and (3.92), we get the constants v0 R as
T-^1 f -1 	1 fk=s
v0^ -"k(92' k-1 k) ;	 •k+1, k s
(3.94)
J.	 I	 I	 I	 I	 i_	 1
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Once the constants v0 h are calculated by C3, 94) , the xegi on n of
(3.86) is determined. Now, it remains to imbed a Li.apunov function V; Kn -^
R* inside the region 2 and determine a rega on of ;stability f17]
S2={xEe:V(x) < y} .	 (3.95)
In C3.95), we choose
s
V(x)1 d. [v. [ ,	 (3.96)
i=l Z 1
where di axe positive numbers, and vi = vi (xi) _ ,Ixi l	 Following E173,
we calculate the positive constant y in (3.95) using (3.94) and
y = min div0i	 i = 1, 2, ..,	 s	 (3.97)i
where the positive vector dT = (dl , d2 , ... , ds) is computed by
dT = -cTW-I ,	 (3.98)
where c is any positive s vector (c > 0) .
Since xi = Tilxi , and Ilxi ll < II T1I II IIxi II , from (3.96) and (3.97),
we get finally the region of stability s2 in the original state space, which
is
s




O I	 a o	 o-	 a
A. =	A. -	 ,a.=	 b =	 ,
0 0	 ^3	 0 i	 z	
^i	 1	 0i
	
i = 1, 2, 3 .	 (3.104)
(3.99)
Now, we consider the nonlinear model of the LST given in Section 2, whichi










Applying the control, law
ui = -kx i , i = 1, 2, 3	 (3.101)3.
where
kT. = 0-1k,i , i = 1 7 2, 3	 (3.102)
T
and ki = C'i1 , kit) , we obtain the closed-loop uncoupled subsystems (3.81)
with
0	 1
Ai- b.k =	 , = 1, 2, 3	 (3.103)
1 -k- 1 - i2
The gains 
R  
are chosen so that each subsystem has a set of eigenvalues
Li = I-ai, -aL} ,
	 -- 1, 2, 3 .	 (3.1.04)





i	 i = 1, 2, 3	 (3.105)
and get
h. (x.) = - -TA..x.
0	 - Cr2	 i 1	 i Q ,g ai, j = 1 , 2 , 3 , i ^ J s Q = l , z=3 (3.100
To compute gib , we choose a
l 
= al , a2 = a2 , i = 1 0 2, 3 , and cal-
cul.ate I IAis I I	 (a1) 2	 Ca2) 
2 ' (-T-
 i) = Y I ai I ( I al- a2 I ) 
-1	
We can mini-
mize the numbers 
^ij 
with respect to the distance P = a 2- al between the
two subsystem eigenvalueso This yields
i7 = YT 
I(xi l 
P-




aqd ive get the minimal values^^ for	 as
#	 ei - (4 + 2,/ } 1 ai1 0l ,	 (3.10$)
which is obtained for p ,!2' ai
The corresponding matrix W in (3.87), is
V02	 0	 X13
c
W Zl	 0	 (3.109103
0	 932	 Vol :i








Choosing Vol v02 v03 v0 , and using (3.108) and (3.110) , we compute 	 1
T
v0 < 0.884. Selecting v0 = 0.874 , Q1 = 10 and choosing c = (1, I t 1) , ss
we further compute from (3.98) the vector
d = (4.8, 13.7614, 4.2963) T 	(3.311)
From (3.97), we calculate
1
Y = 2.4663 ,	 {3.112)
I:
and the region i3 in the transformed state space as
n	 tX G R'r': 4. 8 11X1 1 1 + 13.761 4.1 1x2 1 1 + 4.29631 151311 < 2.46631 . (3.113)
I	 l	 I	 I_	 l
In the original space, the stability region SZ is finally obtained as
n ='{x E e: 4.811x1 11 + 13.761411x2 11 + 4.2963 lx3 i1 < 1.33311	 (3.114)
where we used 1(T:1 1( = 1.8500 , i = 1, 2, 3 .
The feedback gains that yield the region R are computed from (3.102)
and
kz = (cr1Q2 , al + (s2) T = C141.423 3, 34.1421) T
i = 10 2, 3	 (3.115)
as
kl = (1.6517, 0.3988)T
k2 = (10.3303, 2.4939)T
k3 = (10.7056, 2.5846) T
	(3.116)
This completes the design of the LST control system.
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4. OPTDIAL CONTROL
In this section we will describe the application of a recently developed
multilevel optimal: control scheme 19I for the decentralized regulation of the
^I	
LST. Such multilevel control schemes are quite efficient in the analysis of
C
large-scales stems that may be dec omposed into a number of interconnectedj ,	 Y	 Y	 ^
l
subsystems of smaller dimensions. Since our model for the LST, described in
^f Section 2, is a nonlinear i ntorconnected system composed of three linear sub-
systems describing the motions of the spacecraft along the three axes, gener-
ation of the necessary control scheme basing the analysis on the subsystems
is highly desirable in view of the complexities involved in the optimization
of a nonlinear systerrti of a :large dimension. In the sequel, we will describe
i
the general theory for the multilevel optimal control of interconnected systems,
which will be followed by the specific application to the LST.
4.3. Probxem Formulation
Let us consider a continuous dynamic system described by the differential
equation
x = f (x, u)	 (4.1)
where x(t) B Rn is the state and u(t) C Rm
 is the control function of the
system at time t C T . The function f: Rn x e + Rn is continuous on a
bounded region p a e and is locally Lipschitzian with respect to x an a
so that for every fixed control function u(t) , a unique solution x(t; tnU , xo)
exists for all initial conditions (t o , xC) C R D and all t E T , T being
an interval [to , m) of R .
We assume that system (4.1) can be decomposed into s interconnected sub-
systems
xi = Ai xi + Biui + hi (x) , i = 1 0 2,	 , s .	 (4.2)
n.
where, ^^ Q R 3- is the state of the i-th.subsystem so that
n	 n
Rn =R" x R 2 x ... x Rs
m
U  8 R i is the control function of the i-th subsystem so that
M0= R"'xR 2 x ... xR$;
n. x n.n, x n.	 n.
Ai C R	 and Iii 6 R	 z are constant matrices; and hi : Rn -^ R
is the function which represents the interconnection of the i-th subsystem in-
side the overall system.
The multilevel control scheme [9] used for the optimization of system
(4.2) can be developed by considering the control function ui(t) as consist-
ing of two parts, tho local control u^(t) and the global control ug(t)
ui (t) = ul (t) } ug (t) ,	 (4.3)
The local control u.(t) is chosen as a linear control law
U (t)-K xi (t)	 (4.4)
to optimize isolated subsystems, and the global control law u9(t) is chosen
as a suitable function of the state
u9(t) = -Kg(x (t) )
	 (4.5)
to minimize the performance deviation from the optimum due to the presence of
interconnections among the subsystems.
With the application of the control. (4.3), the equations (4.2) governing
the system under consideration take the form,










	 Since, as described earlier, the global control functions ug(t) are assigned
only the task of reducing the effects of interconnections h.
a.
(x) the teams
e. (x, uf) = yCx) + Bj jg , i = 1, 2, ... , s ,	 (4.7)
may be regarded as the "effective interconnections' among the s isolated sub-
systems
Aix, + B ay , i = 1, 2, ... , s	 (4.8)
lire shall assume that all s -pairs (Ai , B,) are completely controllable,
and that with each isolated subsystem (4.8) a quadratic performance index
CO
J,(t0 , x,0 , u) =	 {1Exi (t)11 2 + Il u^(t) 11 2 ) dt	 (4.9)
to
n. x n.




matrix and R  E R 1	 1 i s a symmetric positive definite matrix.
The local control u (t) in (4.4) can now be chosen to minimize the per-
formance index J, (to , xi0 , ui) in (4.9). From linear-quadratic regulator
theory [181, the optimal control u^ * (t) is given by
u * (t) = -Ki*xi (t)	 (4.10)
where
Kz = R 1B-Pi	(4.11)
n. x n.
In (4.11), Pi 6 R z	 is symmetric and is the positive definite solution
of the algebraic Riccati equation
Pj. , + AyP, - PiB R_ IBTP. + Q .  = 0 .	 (4.12)
The optimal cost Ji (t0 , x10) = JT (to , x,0, ui ) can in this case be calculated
as
Ji Ct4 $ xio) = I 1xio 112Pi
(4.13)
Furthermore, Linder the assumption that Qi can be factored as Qi = CiCT
n. x n.
where C  6 R 1	 1 such that the pair (Ai , Ci) is completely observable,
each closed-loop subsystem
xi = (Ai - BiR:'BTFi) xi , i = 1, Z, ... , s ,	 (4.14)
is globally asymptotically stable.
	
The controls u (t) , i = 1, Z, 	 , s , will not, in general, be opti-
mal for the composite system (4.6) and will not result in the optimal cost
s
J* (to , °o) _	 Ji (to , xo)	 (4.15)
y^l
unless the effective interconnection ftmctions he . (x, ug) s 0 . When he (x,
Y
ug) A o , the controls u3. (t) produce a value of the performance index for
the composite system given by
s
J(to, xo)
	 .^ Ji (t o , xio)	 (4.16)
where
Ji (to) xio) = Ji (to ) xio, ui)	 (4.16)
It is obvious that
J(to , xo) > J* (to , xo) Y(to, xo) C T x Rn	 (4.17)
and the local control law ui * (t) in (4.10) can only be a suboptimal policy
for the composib , system (4.6), with an index of suboptimality e > 0 defined
by the inequality





The suboptimality index e i;or the system with the optimal local control,
xi (Ai - I iR ' Pi) x^ + h
i 
(x, ug) , i = 1, 2,	 s	 (4.19)
depends on the size of the effective interactions li e _ (x, ug) and hence is a
x
measure of the performance deterioration due to these.
We can now give a formal definition of this concept.
Definition. The system (4.19) with the optimal ZoeaZ controZ Zaw (4.10) is
said to be suboptimaZ with the index e if there exists a number e > 0 for
which inequaZity (4.1$) is satisfied.
As described earlier, the suboptimality index a is a function of the
interactions lie . (x, ug) and the following problem is of interest;
z
Problem 1. Establish conditions on he ^(x, ug) to guarantee a prescribed
z
vaZue of the suboptimaZity index e .
It is Important to note that in Problem 1, the rate of the global control
function ug (t) is ignored as it is taken 'together with the existing inter-
connections hi (x) in the system to yield the effective interconnection func-
tion he. (x, ug) . However, as we shall see later, the solution to Problem 1
z
indicates a method of choosing the global control u g (t) so as to reduce the
size of he i(x, ug) and, hence, minimize the suboptimality index E 	 In
other words, we consider the Index e = e[Ilhe (x, ug)jj] where he : Rn x Rm
-^ Rn
 is he = [he , h , ... , he ] T ;a_d ug E e is ug = [ (ug) T, (ug) T,
l	 2	 s





e* = inf e{ C I e (x , ug) I I 1} Vx s p	 (4.21)
ug (t)
is attained.
We will now provide the solutions to the above problems.
4.2. MuZtiZeveZ Optimization
A solution to Problem 1 may be obtained by using the classical Hamilton-
Jacobi theory. Since in our optimization procedure, we chose the local con-
trol laws (4.10) to optimize the decoupled subsystems, the optimal indices
satisfy the corresponding Hamilton-Jacobi equations. When the subsystems are
interconnected, the equations are not satisfied by the respective performance
indices and the overall system is not optimal. However, a majorization pro-
cedure is possible to provide an estimate of the performance deviation from
the optimum due to the interactions.
Now, we provide a solution to Problem 1 by the following:
Theorem.4.1. Let there exist nonnegative numbers 
Cia 
such that the function
he. (x, ug) in (4.19) satisfy the constraintsi
s




	 _	 gi.,P= ding{P1 , P21	 , 
Ps } , W = diag{W1, W2 , ... s}
i=l j=1
Pi being defined by (4.12) and 11. = Qi + PiBiRzlBi'Pi , and ],M(P) and m(;q)
are the maximum and minimum eigenvalues of P and N respectively. When the
composite system (4.19) is
(i) subaptimaZ with index e
I_i__	 1
and
(ii) gZobaUy asymptotically stable.
Proof Since the decoupled subsystems (4.14) are optimal, the functions
vi (xi) = I
Ixi l1 2 , i = 1, 2,	 , s , satisfy individually the Hamilton-
Jacobs. equations
[grad vi (xi) ]T [ (Ai- B.Kp*)xi1
+ I Ixi f IQ . + 110* xi I IR_ = o
1	 z
n.
Vxi 6 R 1 , i = 1, 2, ... , s	 (4.24)
Now, the time-derivative vi (xi) can be calculated along the trajector-
ies xi [t) of the composite system (4.19) as
[grad v.(R.)]T {(A.- B.R. IBTP.) R. + h (R, ug)1	 (4.25)i	 z	 a z 1 z r	 ei 	I
where x = [xl, x2,	 , x5]T .
Substitution of (4.25) in (4.24) and rearrangement of terms gives
I xi ti i = " (1+^) vi (xi) + (1+E) [grad vi (xi) ] T hey (x ' u^)
- e (1 xi (I  	 QTR 6 Rn , i = 1, 2,	 , s , (4.26)
where the simplification IIR Qi
 + IIxl*xi1IRi
= 	II:R Ivi with i = Qi +
PiBRiyB3.Pi is made.
s
Denoting v(R) =	 vi (xi) and summing the s-equations in (4.26) we get,
i=1
Ix l IW W - (1+E) vrm + (1+E) [grad v(x)IT he (R' ug)
- EII X IIW, Vx s Rn	(4.27)
1 -- _I_
	 I_	 I	 L_	 I. I	 l	 l
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Now, integrating (4.27) from t0 to - we obtain






grad v (R)1 T he (R, ug) - 
+E 11x11 2  dt ,	 C4.28)
t0
where J and J* are defined in (4.15) and (4.16).
It is now simple to observe from (4.18) and (4.28) that the system is
suboptimal with index e if
M
{[grad v(R)]T he (R, ug) 	 l+^ II x [ 1 2 dt ? 0
t0 	
VR E Rn .	 (4.29)
For further simplification of (4.23) we note that
s	 s
V (R) -	 vi (xi)
s
Also, since 11he. (R, ug)11 < I
a	 j=1
1[ xi l1 2 = IIRI1 2 	 (4.30)
1
^ijl lXj I 1,'Vx E Rn we have the inequality
11he (, ug) ! I_ I I x1 [ , VR	 R1	 (4. ^ )
S s
where	 - I Xi
i=1 j=l j
Using (4.30) and (4.31) it can be easily shown that a sufficient condi-
tion for the inequality (4.29) to hold is
2ml l x l l <lP- 1 ITC I IW , VX G Rn
	 (4.32)
which, however, is implied by the main inequality (4.23) of the Theorem.
To complete the proof of the Theorem, we demonstrate the global asympto-




which, on using the control law (4.5) reduces to
he (x, ug) = h(x) - BKg (x) .
Liapunov function. Note that v(R) is positive definite since P is a diag-
onal matrix formed from the positive definite solutions of the s Ri.ccati
equations (4.12). Further, the time-derivative of v(x) along the solutions
of (4.19) gives
v(x)	 .. ! ^ x ^ ^W + 2x Phe (x, ug)	 0 Vx G Rn ,	 (4.33)
from (4.31) and (4.23). This completes the proof of the Theorem.
It is important to note that the above theorem provides an explicit al-
gebraic constraint on the interactions that is easy to check. Inequality
(4.23) involves calculation of eigenvalues of block-diagonal matrices P and
W , and since XM (P) = max {AM (Pi) } and am (W) = min {;1m (Wi)) , the :alcula-
i	 i
tion can be carried out on the subsystem level.
In the context of the above Theorem, it is of interest to consider Prob-
lem 2 of determining the global control u g (t) so as to minimize the subop-
t mality index e . From (4.23) and (4.31), it is evident that e is a non-
decreasing ftmction of 111he (x, ug) { I. and hence, Problem 2 reduces to one of
choosing ug(t) to minimize 1 1he (x, ug)JI . This function minimization prob-
lem is particularly simple in the present case since, from (4.7)
he (it, ug) = h (x) + Bug 	(4.34)
A perfect neutralization of the effects of interconnections occurs if a
choice of Kg(x) results in
f
BKg (x) = -h (x)	 (4.36)




singular, the explicit expression for Kg (x) is available as
Kg (x) = ^B"h(x) .	 (4.37)
In general, a perfect neutralization of the interaction effects mentioned
above, is not possible and one may attempt to minimize Ijh(x) - BKg(x)ji by
the proper choice of Kg(x) in order to solve Problem 2. This is admittedly
a complex minimization problem and a general solution is difficult to obtain.
However, in the particular case of linear interconnections, the problem can
be simplified and an elegant solution can be provided. This is, we assume
A (t, x) = Hx
	
(4.38)
where H E pn . In this case, the global control can also be chosen as a
linear law
Kg (x) = Kgx	 (4.39)
where Kg
 6 en . With (52) and (53) . , Problem 2 simplifies to:
Problem 2'. Choose the matrix Kg such that inf jj(H-BKg)xjj is achieved
for all x 6 0.	
k9
Remembering that II(H-BKg)xlI < IJH-BKg 1I IlxfI holds for all x C Rn ,
Problem 2' actually reduces to finding min IIH-BK9 11 . When rank B = m , the
Kg
solution to this latter problem is well-- known and Kg is given by




where (BTB) -1 BT is the Moore-Penrose generalized inverse of B [15]. It
is interesting to note that in the particular case when
Rank [B I H] = Rank B	 (4.41)
I_	 I	 l	 _l	 I	 I	 l	 i
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the choice (4.40) leads to a perfect neutralization of interaction effects
and s=0 .
4.3. An .£llustrative Example
For the purpose of illustrating the multilevel control scheme presented
here, let us coiwider the following example,
The system is described by
x = Ax + Bu	 (4.42)
where
-5i 5 0 -0.0095 l 0
A=	 4 -4 0.003 0 and	 B=	 0 0
-0.00332 0 -3 1 0 0
0 0.00995 8 -Z LO 1
and is required to be optimized with respect to the performance index
fI I I X I I I + I IuI 1 21 dt ,	 (4.43)
t0
t
In this particular case, the dimension of the system (n = 4) is small
and hence the problem is amenable for a direct analysis and the required con-
trol can be obtained from solving the associated Riccati equation (of fourth
order). However, as our interest here is to provide an illustration of the
decentralized optimal control scheme, let us consider system (4.42) :as being
Besides the advantage of permitting an analysis based on the subsystems of
small ordersr the decentralized control scheme presented results in innportant
connectivity properties of the system. The suboptzmality and stability of
the system remain invariant under structural perturbations caused by the on-
oft participation of the parts of the system. This propertyp however $ does




composed of two subsystems
l =	 xi +	 ul	 (4.44}4	 -4	 0
and
x	 =	 x	 +	 u	 (4.45)2	 z	 z8	 -2	 1
with the interconnection matrix
F
0	 0	 0	 -0.0095
0	 0	 0.003	 0
-0.00332	 a	 0	 a	 (4'46)
a	 0 .00995	 0	 a
E^r splitting the control functions
	 ul 	and u2 	into a local component
and a global. component, the decoupled subsystems (4.44) and {4.45} can be op-
timized with respect to the performance indices
}	 Jl	 f	 {ll
xl
ll Z +	 l jul l1 21 dt	 and	 J2 =	 {llxZ ll Z +	 lluI ll" dt.9
t0	 to	 (4.47)
The solutions of the associated Riccati equations can be obtabied as
1910	 1.5411	 2,3746]




	 P21.5411	 2.1397	 2.3745	 1. 1224_j
and the local control laws are,
ul = -[1.1910	 1.54111 xl
u2 = -[2.3746	 1.1224] x2	 (4.48)
In the absence of the global controls, the frrtctions (4.48) will only
be suboptimal policies for the overall system (4.42) with the index of sub-
r : 4 1 L^
optimality e given by
min111m(Wl) , lm(w2) 1
	(4.49)1 H{	 e—^	 2 max{AM (Pl) , ^M (P2) }
where W = Qi + PiBiR-1BT.Pi , i = 1, 2 , are
	
2.4185	 1.8354	 6.6386	 2.6651




3.3748	 2	 2.6651	 2.2597
Inequality (4.49) is satisfied with e = 2 and hence the performance
degradation from the optimum is 200% .
In order to improve the performance, we now use the global controls u2
and u2 given by
ug = - (BTB) -1 BTHx	 (4.50)
1
where ug = ug
 g	
(4 . 50) can be simplified to yield
u2
U91 = - ( 0	 -0.0095 ] x2
u2	 - (0	 0.00995) x1 	 (4.51)
'The effective interaction matrix H with the application of the global con-
trol. is
H= C I- B (BTB) -1 BT) H
0 0 0 0
0 0 0.003 0
-0.00332 f0 0
0 0 0 0 (4.52)
49
and the suboptimality inequality (4.49) can now be satisfied with a value
e = 0.2 . Hence the performance degradation is reduced from the original
200% to only 20%, thus illustrating the effectiveness of the global controls.
4.4. AppZication to .SST
The results developed in the earlier parts of this section may be di-
rectly used for the multilevel optimization of the LS1°. As described in Sec-
tion 2, the model for the LST is a set of three interconnected subsystems,
described by (2.20) as,
xi = A.xi + b. i + hi(x) , i = 1, 2 2 3	 [4.53)
ro
^.





h2 (x) _	 , h3 (x) 	 , x being the composite state-
	
['2'32x12]	 [cc3x3_i'22]
vector x = (xl, x2, x jT and xi = [xi1, xi2 1T , i = 1, 2, 3 .
Following our multilevel control policy, we split each of the control
functions ui into a local component ui and a global component of and
optimize the decoupled subsystems
F
xi = Aix. + bi i	 i = 1, 2, 3 ,	
(4.54)
f




	 {ll xi 11 2 + 11 i11 21 dt , i = 1, 2, 3	 (4.55)
to
obtained with the choice Qi = 22x2 and R. = 1 Vi = 1, 2, 3 . The solu-
tion of this linear-quadratic optimal control problem is simple and involves
SO
the solution of the associated Riccati equations,
AiPi + PiAi - P.bbiP. + Qi = 0 , i = 1, 2, 3 	 (4.56)











and the local optimal controls are
uy -- -b . Pixi - - [ l	 (1 + ^:) 2] xi , i - 1, 2, 3 .
r
However, in the absence of a suitable choice of the global control func-
tions ug , (4.58) will only be suboptimal for the composite system (4.53),
with the index of suboptimality P, determined by the size of the effective
interconnections,
he. (x, ug) = hl {x) + brag , i = 1, 2, 3 .
r
(4.59) can be simplified to yield
0
hel (x, ul.)










.:'_I	 i	 I	 I	 I	 1_	 I	 i
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u2 [x) = S3
3




will make the functions h4. (x, ug) S 0 and hence e = 0 , thus resulting in
x
no degradation of the performance from the optitrum.
E
f It is of interest to evaluate the control functions for a representation
set of values of the parameters of the LST. For the values of the inertia
components* Ix = 14656 Kgm , I,y =91772 Kg2 and Iz = 95027 % and typical
reaction wheel constants Kl = K2 = K3 = 12.57 x 10 5 N-m/rad. , the values of
ai , si , i = 1, 2, 3 can be calculated as
a1 = 0.2221	 al = 85.62
az = -0.08754	 and	 02 = 13.69
a3 = 0.8112	 R3 = 13.21
Hence, the control components can be evaluates, from (4.58) and (4.61) as,
up- = »[1 1.012]	 ill
L ^12
U2 = -(1 1.0611
	 x21
x22




Vhese values correspond to the on-orbit configuration of the LST with extended






U19 = 0.00.26 xz2x.2
u2 = -0.064 x1.2x32
u3 0.0613 x12x22	 (4.63)





`	 A multilevel scheme was proposed for control. of Large Space Telescope
modeled by a three-axis-six-order nonlinear equation. Local controllers were
used on the subsystem level to stabilize motions corresponding to the three
axes. Global controllers were applied to reduce (and sometimes nullify) the
interactions among the subsystems. A multilevel optimization method was de-
veloped whereby local quadratic optimizations were performed on the subsystem
:Level, and global control was again used to reduce (nullify) the effect of
interactions.
The proposed multilevel stabilization and optimization methods are pre-
sented as general too^s for design and then used in the design o^ the LST
Control System. Furthermore, the methods are entirely computerized (Appen-
dices A:1 and 2), so that they can accommodate higher order LST models with
both conceptual and numerical advantages over the standard straightforward
design techniques.
9
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A.I. Stabilization Program
The entire stabilization method is computerized. In this section we
present the computer program for the stabilization of a class of large-scale
systems by local state feedback, according to Section 3.3. The program is
written in FORTRAN IV, for FIP2100 computer. It is, basically, an interactive
user oriented program.
Designers can enter the program from VDU CVisual Display Unit) and thus
freely alter the course of computation, according to the nature of the prob-
lem. Program accepts input data from a logical unit that has to be previous-
ly assigned. As a result of computation, it prints out stabilizing parameter
a , corresponding aggregation matrix, stabilizing set of subsystem eigenvalues,
and enables the designer to reenter the program with so computed new set. The
program finally prints out the corresponding subsystem feedback gains. The
name of the main program is PPI. Its function is to coordinate the sequence
of actions during the course of the stabilization and to enable the designer
to access the program at various points during its operation. The program
PPl calls subprograms, DECP, PPL, TRF, AGR and MINV. The processing of vari-
ables between the main program and subroutines is realized via UMON block.
Program PP1
Purpose:
Local stabilization of a class of large- ,scale linear systems.
Description of input par=eters:	 j
A - N by N system matrix.
B - N by M input matrix.
II - one dimensional integer axray. It stores dimensions of each
subsystem. The other parameters are working variables.
L,^
User has to specify integers N and M and number of suosystems IS,
into which system matrix A , and input matrix B are decomposed. During
the course of stabilization, usc­ has to enter the program with subsystem
eigenvalues, and specify an increment delta by which a is increased dur-
ing the process of iterations.
At the very beginning of the program, the user has to assign input-out-
put units. Also, during the operation of the program, user communicates with
the program by specifying commands, by which the sequence of calculations is
controlled. These commands are in the "question-answer' s form. For example,
program prints out the question:
"DO YOU WANT TO CONTINUB, YES OR NC". The user then types either "YES"
or "NO" accordingly. Other commands are self explanatory, and are not going
to be discussed here.
Subroutine DECP
Purpose:
Decomposes system matrix A and input matrix B into subsystems. The
product of the decomposition is stored in A2 and B2.
Usage:
CALL DECD (IS, M, N)
Description of parameters?
IS - Number of subsystems.
M - Number of inputs.
N - Order of the overall system.
The following parameters are passed via MMON block as;
COMION A, B, A2, B2, II
A - N by N system matrix.
B - N by M input matrix.
AZ - Three dimensional array which contains the product of
the decomposition of the matrix A .
B2 - Three dimensional array which contains the product of
the decomposition of the matrix B .
II - One dimensional integer array which contains the dimen-




Pole shifting using state feedba.A.
Usage:
CALL PPL (N, III)
Description of parameters:
N - Order of the system.
I111 - Integer for the output logical unit.
The following parameters are passed via COIMN block as:
E
COLON Al $
 B1, B2, II A, Q1, Q, 111 0
 B, Rl, R2 3, D, SK
I
A - N by N system matrix
i
B - N-th , dimensional input vector
RI - One dimensional array which contains real parts of
1e	 te^.genva u s of ma rix A
RZ - one dimensional array which contains imaginary parts
E	 of eigenvalues of matrix A .
r	 D - N-th dimensional gain vector.
All other parameters are working variables, which are placed in CO ION
A.4
block in order to make it consistent with the CCMWN block of the main pro-
gram PP1.
Subroutines required: ALMI, DISP, KRAR.
As a result of the pole shifting, the subroutine passes back matrix A
of the closed loop system, the gain vector D , and the new eigenvalues. The
subroutine itself is written as'a user-oriented interactive program. The user
enters the desired eigenvalues from VDU. The co y-ands for controlling a se-
quenc- of computations, are self explanatory.
Subroutine TRF;
Purpose:
Transforms subsystems by similarity transformation.
Usage:
Ik	 CALL TRF [lS)
;E
Description of parameters:
I5 - Number of subsystems.
The following parameters are passed via CMMN black as:
COMN A, B, A2, BZ, II, Al, Q17 Q$ Ill l B3
A2 - Three dimensional. array. It contains the product of
the decomposition of the system matrix- A .
B2 - Three dimensional array. It contains the product of
the decomposition of the input matrix B .
II - one dimensional integer array that contains dimensions
of each subsystem.
Q - Three dimensional array that contains transformation
matrices.














IS	 Number of subsystems.
The following parameters are massed via COON block as:
CW10N A. B, A2 1 B2, II, A4, A3 1 Q, 111, B3 1 RI O R2, KB, SK
A2 - Three dimensional array iddr-h contains the product of
the decomposition of the matrix A .
B2 - 'Three dimensional array which contains the product of
the decomposition of the matrix B
II - Integer array that contains the dimensions of each sub-
system.
R::. - One dimensional array that contains real parts of sub-
system eigenva.lues.
A3 - Matrix that contains the aggregate model.
All other parameters are working variables.
Subroutine required: ALAM, BIG1, Ml.
Subroutine KBAR
Purpose:
Computes gain vector for state feedback control. 	 i
iis
i
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Usage:
CALL KBAR [A, N, Z, 1Z, D, B)
Description of parameters:
A - N by N system matrix.
N	 Dimension of the system.
Z - One dimensional array that contains the desired charac-
teristic polynomial.
IZ - Its dimension.
D	 One dimens-.anal array triat contains resultant gain vector.
B	 Input vector.
Subroutine required: COEFI, SCALU, VECPR, MINV.
Method:
Described in reference fl3j.
Subroutine ALAM
Purpose:
Calculates eigenvalues of general N by N matrix.
Usage:
CALL ALAM (A, N, T3', COF, Rl, RZ)
Description of parameters:
A - N by N system matrix.
N - Dimension of the system.
D - N+l dimensional working vector.
COF - N+1 dimensional working vector.
RI - One dimensional array of real parts of eigenvalues
of matrix A .
RZ - One dimensional array of imaginary parts of eigen-
values of matrix A .
Subroutines required: COBFI, POLRT
3
Method:
Computes coefficients of characteristic polynomial, and calculates its
zeros.
Subroutine COEFI ^A, N, D)
Purpose:
Calculates coefficients of the characteristic polynomial of
matrix A .
Usage:
CALL COEFI (A, N, D)
Description of parameters:
A - N by N system matrix.
N - Dimensions of the system.
D - One dimensional array of coefficients of characteristic
polynomial.





Form polynomial from its zeros.
Usage:
CALL DISP (Rl, R2, N, Z)
Descriptions of parameters:
R1 -- One dimensional array of real parts of roots of a given
polynomial.
R2 - One dimensional array of imaginary parts of roots of a
given polynomial..
j -	I --1	 I_	 I	 I	 l
N - order of a polynomial.
Z - One dimensional array that contains computed coefficients
of the polynomial.
Subroutine required: PM[a'Y'
All other subroutines, listed in the Appendix are self explanatory and






















COMMON A.9+ A2 + B2+ II+AK+OIrOTI11r53+R19R2rKB+SK.A1
DATA 0012HYE/
wRITE(I+1000)
















151 FORHAT(IXr"+	 ."+"+	 !"+"+	 +tt+u+
I + it ' ll,	 +n)
9 READSIRD + 1001(A (KrJ1.J=1+N)
WRITEtIW+152)
152 FORHATtlXs IOENTER INPUT MATRIX")
00 9 K=1.N
WRITE ( IWv 151)







C WRITE THE DATA
C
"RITE t 1+t+S30) N"+M
530 FORHATt1X00RDER OF SYSTEM s 14120 INUMBER OF INPUTS : ",I;')
%RITE( 1w.532)















147 FORMATCIX,"SPECIFY NUMBER OF SUBSYST£MS IVIX0 1 I2 11 ) I
READ(IRD911I)IS !I
— )ikITEtIWvS44)IS
54¢ FORHAT(1X,"NUMBER OF SUBSYSTEMS =14I2)
I'wRITE(IWs149)




5545 FORMAT(1X9 11ORDER OF SUBSYSTEM",i2,"=",I2)
C










IP= (Kr1l X15+]C	 -----









f '15 Tl(LvK) =R1tL) l_'
10 C04TINUE
kAlTEtIYt ,S00)




FdR!1AT CA2! r^ ^L..--
c
IFCAIO .NE.DO ) GO T0. 266 T »
4
C START ITERATION FOR ALFA PARAMETER
C
WRITE(IW,600) +
600 FO48ATIlXv 4'SPECIFY INCt7EMF^	 nELTlt/lX , l+F10.011)
R	 Z00
LI
FORMAT (F10 #0)200 ['4YATI+01
ALF=1.
Zll COVTINUE C
C FORM YANDERMONDE MATRIX
G














































700 FORMAT(1X9 11EIGENVALUES OF SUBSYSTEM"912)
DO 18 JxlvLi
18 rRITE(6v701)JrSK(J,K)
70.1 FO4HAT(IAv"LAM7OAV"vl2v") _ 149FIS.6)
















pnoGmxm ro CALCULATE THE LARGEST ELowcwr OF AN *np«r
~ 0164 c












































«' — +11 0175 SUBROUTINE TRANI1QlvAG*LIvLSy
1 '
0176 C
Q177 C	 PROGRAM TO TRANSPOZE A MATRIX -_
917B C
0Fi9 pIMEN5I0N 01159i yAGi5.51
-0180 00 8 KsIoL1

































FTN4 COMPILERS HP241T7 (SEPT. 1974) 	 —
Oius	 SUBROUTINE SMALI(R1tLtN)
0166 C





4	 0192	 10 IFtRl0QvLE.RI1J))GO TO 8
019	 9 K=J	 — -	 - -	
-	 -- - -	 +
01844 	 8 J=J•1
0195	 IF W *LE.N)GO TO 10
f	 0196	 LuR0197	 RETURN
0198	 END
•• NO ERRORS**	 PROGRAM 00055





wT. PAGE	 0001	 FTN4 COMPILER: HP24177	 (SEPT * 1974)
0 0199 SUBROUTINE KBAR[ArN,Z,IZOD,B)
OZOa C




9205 CALL COEFI (AONtD)
— Ot0b 00 8 Kr1,N--
0207 8 Z(K)=D(K)-z(K)













	 _.._._.._	 _	 --	 ---	 .
• 0117 CALL SCALU(BONtF)
u218 DO 77 I=1,N
OZ19 77 R(I,=:Q(I.L1)
0220 CALL VEWPR(ArRtNOC)
0231 DO i9 Ix19N	 f
0222 14 Q(ItL2)=C(I)*B(i)
• 0113 9Y CUNTTNUL
( _ 01x4 DO 200 K;ION
urt5 DO 200 J=IPN
0226 1=(K-1)*N*J
r Oz17 200 P1(I)=0(JOK)





r (1232 4 wRITE(6t102)
Qi33 102 FOR14AT(1xt13HSINGULAR CASE)
0224 5 CONTINUE
-
r 0235 00 201 K=11N
3 0236 00 201 J;ION
0137 I=(K-1)•N*J
., 0238 .201 Q(J.K)=P1(I)
0zJ9 DO 91 KxitN
0240 Sx0.
0241 DU 92 Jn L.N






































FTN4 COMPILER= HP241T7	 (SEPT. 1974)
0246 SUBROUTINE DECP(ISsM,N)
0247 C
0248 C	 PROGRAM TO DECOMPOSE SYSTEM INTO SUBSYSTEMS
"	 0249 C




0254 00 10 KxltlS
0255 IP=1
0256 LlI=II (K1
0257 L1=Ll^L1Ij	 0258 L2=0





0264 00 12 JJKILvLI
_ -	 0265 IR=IR+1
i	 Bibb ICx0







027E 00 13 JJmlL+Ll
aZ73' IR=IR+1
+












}	 + n 	 NO ERRORS**







PAGE	 0001	 -	 FTN4 COMPILERS HP24177	 (SEPT. 1974)
f
. , 0280 SUBROUTINE PPL(N91W)
s 0281 C  i!
0282
_




• 0266 REAL K1
0257 DIMF14SION Al(lOslO)tB1t10r3)sA2(9t10ti0)sBZ(3s10s3)911(5)tA(SsS)t
( OaB Igltss5).O(3s5s5)s111(Ss5) sB(S)sRl(6)sRZ(61t0(6)sSK(6s10)sCOF(6)
' 0189 lszte)
0240 COMMON AIPO19AZ.B291I+Ai g liGsIII+BsR1sRZ g DtSK -
OZ91 DATA YES/2HYE/ i
^• 0192 WRITE(IWsI53) I!
0293 453 FOR ATtl5Xs 11POLES OF THE SYSTEM11)
0294 CALL A1.A`4(A+N.OrCOFtRItR2)
s 0295 OU 19 AXIIN p
0296 19 WR1TE ( 1N.100)KvRl1K ) sR2(K1
0297 200 FORMATCIX98HLAMBDA t:I1s 4H)	 -sF14.6s4H • JsFlk*61
• azy^ WRITEtIws200) tr	 II
0299 ZOO-:FURMAT(1X.11OO YOU WANT TO ALTER THE POLES 9sYE5 OR NO7 11 )
. __. _—	 _
ff
0300 REAU(Is330)OO	 -- - !
0301 330 FORMAT(A2) I,I
0307 IF(YES.NE00160 TO 340
0303 WRITE(Iw9500)
n 0304 500 FORMATCIX9 11ENTER DESIRED EIGENYALUES°) 'f
0305 WRITE014*510)
0306 510 FUHMAT(IX0 1 ASSIGN INPUT UNITVIX0 1 12 10 ) s'0 0307 REAOtlslII)IRD !,	 '
0308 111 FORMAT(I2)_
0309 DO.209 J t*IvN
v 0310 WRITE(Iks501)
0311 501 FORMAT(IXt t1 s	 trss°t	 ^u} I^. 0.312 109 REA0(lRU4208)Rl1Ji)tR2(JI)
	 -
u 0313 208 FORMAT(ZF14.6) of
0314 CA',% AISP(RlvR2+NsZ)
0,719 CALL KBAR ( AsNslslZvDvB)	
_- - -- ii
^a 0:116 DU 8 I-19N
9318 8 A(12J) xACifJ)+8(I) •D W)
.. 0l19 NRITE(Iks919)
t}S20 919 FORMATEZOXtSITYEC:TOR K//) !;
0321 WRITEtIwpI09)(O(K)tKx1tN)




.. 0325 ENO t,
r




E + PAGE	 0001	 FTN4 COMPILER: MP24177	 (SEPT, 1974) '
0326 SUBROUTINE AGR(IS)
0327 C
0324 C	 PROGRAM TO FORM AN AGGREGATE MATRIX
0329 C
0330 REAL KS
0331 DIMENSION A(10910)t8(1093),AZ(9,10910),B2(3t1O93) ► II(S)9A4(595)
—
0332 1 PA3(StS )7Qt39595)t lll(595)%83(5),R1(6) ►R2(6),KS(6),SK(6t1O), r• ^-r""""	 '
UJ33 ICOF(6)9D(6)1QI(5t51
LL
0334 -	 COMMON At8,A2tB29II9A49A3,Q.111,839P1tRZtKB95K
0335 DD 5 Kx1tIS`
OJ36  L1-II(X)
! 0337 DO 5 J=19ISt
0338 LZzII(J) €
f 0339 IT=(K-1)+1S•J
0340 IF(K,ER,J)GO TO 13
0341 DU b L=19L1
DD 8 1x1912	
-	 -	 - -	 --	
,.
0342
OJ43 8 A4L19L1=A2(IT,L9I)i	 F
044 DO 9 L=1,LZ
0345 _	 DQ y I=19L2
OJ46 StO.
t	
-^ 0347 DO 10 IN =1,L1t 0340 Sx5•A4(Ii.IR)+AZ(1T.fR9L)___IO	 ._	 ..	 -	 -	 _	 ..	 .. ji2 9349 9 Ol (19L1 =5 ^r	
-0350 CALL A4AM(Q19LZ,D,COF9R2TKB)
03'51 " DO 11 I=I9L2_ 
_ 9352 IFlR2(I).LE•00 GO TO 11(	
-- 0353 R2(I)ZSGRT(R2(1)) r'^
0354 11 CONTINUL 9^
0355 CALL 81GI (R29L9L2)
0.156 GO TO 14
0357 13 CONTINUE:
R 0358 be 20 I=19L1

















7	 PAGE 0001	 FTN4 COMPILERS HP2417T ISEPT. 1974)
7	 0366	 SUBROUTINE TRF(IS)
1367 C
OJ68 C	 PROGRAM TO TRANSFORM SUBSYSTEM BY SIMILARITY TRANSFORMATION
Od6Y C
0370	 DIMENSION A{I0^10)r13{10r31+A2{9*10^10)^B2t3^30+3)siI (5}tiAlIS+S)
0371	 1PU1t5PS)t4L3s5t5)tlli[5}tB3(S)
0372	 1PCt25)tLLL5)tHMI51
_ 0313	 COMMON AtBtAZ982tIIPAItOItOPI1I*B3
0374	 DO 25 K=1PIS
0375	 Ll =IltK)	 C
i	 03T6	 DO 26 Jx1PL1
0J17	 00 26 LxltL1gild
0.319	 26 C.tlP)x0(KPLPJ)
0380	 CALL MINV (CtL1tDPLLPMM)
0381	 00 27 J-1tL1
0.382
	 DD 27 L=I tLl	 ---
-	 OJ83	 iPz W-1)•Ll•L
q	 VJtl4	 2T Ol (LtJ)=C(lP)








0389	 OO 28 L=1tL2







0393	 28 A1(JtL) xS	 r
0394	 00 31 Jx1PLli	 0.)515	 00 31 Lx1PL2
p	 CJ96	 5310.]	 •
0397	 DO 3Z ILxltL2
+	 0J9d	 32 S*S +Al(JPIZ ) *O(JJPIZPL)
! ty	 0399	 31 AZ(ITPJtLl=S
4400	 33 CONTIH!]E	 ^^^
0401	 00 39 JxlvL1




0403	 DO 34 Lx1PL1
0404	 34 9zS+61[JtL)*92(KPLPK)
0405	 39 03[J)=S	 i6
0406	 DO 20 JxltL1	
f
- 0407
	 20 82(K*JtKJxB3(J)	 ----W°
-	 04.08	 25 CONTINUk




D0 73 ,fxl ttl	 r
0412	 00 73 Lxl*Ll
.	 a4;3	 IPxIJ-1)*L1+L
0414	 73 C(IP)=O(K ►LiJ)
0415	 CALL MINV[C*L1PUtLL9MM)
	 _-
0416	 00 74 Jx11L1	 --
+«	 0417	 00 74 L=iw.Ll
















































	 PROGRAM TO CALCULATE EIGENVALUES OF GENERAL N BY N MATRIX
=	 0426 C
:.	 0421	 DIMENSION A(Sv5),DI6I+C0FI61,R1(51,R2t6)




043.1	 1Ft1ER,ta.0)G0 TO 10
0(*32
	 WHiTE(6,100)IER





















FTN4 COMPILER: HP241TT	 (SEPT. 1974)	 r
— - 0437	 SUBROUTINE UNIT1(R.N)-
0438	 C




0441	 DIMENSION R(S.S) E,_
0442	 DO 9 Kx19N E
0443
	
DO 9 J n 1.N
0444	 9 R(K.J)=0•_
T	 0445
	 DO 8 KwlvN




` •*	 NO ERRORS**
	

















-+ r— — ---^ PAGE -0001	 FTN4 COMPILER: HP24177 (SEPT. 1974) -- 	 - _ -	 —
^+	 0449	 SUBROUTINE COEFI(AvNsO)	 ``	 4
0450 C
0451 C	 SUBROUTINE TO CALCULATE COEFFITIENTS OF CHARACTERISTIC POLYNOMIAL 	 t
0452 C OF :MATRIX A
0453 C
0454	 DIMENSION A15v5JrB(5oS)ipCS595J*0161
0455	 CALL UNITI 09Nl	 4
0456	 DO 9 KxliN
0457
	 CALL PRODI (A + 8wN%NvNJ
.-^	 0458	 CALL TRACT (B*NvS)
0459	 L=N-K4i
0460	 DIL)=-{1./Kl*5





	 0463	 CALL 5CMIICoDi,Nl








'	 •n NO ERRORS**
	













^► 	 PAGE 0001
	
FTN4 COMPILERI HP24177 CSEPT. 1974) 	 '~
h	 0469	 SUBROUTINE SCALU(BpNiV)
0470 c
04T1 C	 SUBROUTINE TO MULTIPLY 4ATRIX BY A SCALAR
04T2 C
0473	 DIMENSION 8151












PAGE 9001	 F•TN4 COMPILERS MP24177 (SEPT * 1974)
0478
	 SUOROUTINE VECPR(M BoN@C)
9419 C









0485 -	 00 a JiI §N
•	 0486	 G SnS.AtKtJ)*B(J)
n	 04$7	 9 C(K)zS
0488	 RETURN
9489	 -	 ENO












PAGE 0001	 FTN4 COMPILER =
 MP24177 (SEPT * 1974)
• 0490 SUBROt)TINE OISPtRI + R2*NvZ)
0441	 C







} 0499 20 IFSRZ (K).EQ 0.)GO TO 10













- .11 CALL PMYYIZtIZ+X^IX^YrIY}.--.—T-__
k 0510 DO 8 Licl w l Zr 05.11 8 Y(L)zZ{i)
05.12 IYnIZ	
—	 —051.3 -- ---	 —	 —	 --K=K*l -- — __


























FTN4 COMPILERi HP24177.	 (SEPT. 1974)
0517 SUBROUTINE PRODI (As0vN•IsH)
0518 C
0511 C	 SUBROUTINE TO MUL7IPLY TWO MATRICES
0520 C
0b23 DIMENSION A(5 *5 ) v8(595 ) vq(515) __	 -
0522 Smog
Ob23 00 9 Kzl,N
10524 00 9 Lx l9M --
- - -	 0525 5x0.
w 0526 00 10 Jx1sI
e OW 10 S%S •A(K+J)*B (JvL)	 _ .I_
0b2tl 9 C(KsL)xS
• 0529 DO 8 Kxl•N




—	 — -- -	 -	
- -
A






---	 -- - -^
_	
1E




0536 C	 SUBROUTINE TO ADD TWO MATRICES -
-	 053T C
0534	 DIMENSION A(595)VS(515)
0539	 00 B Kwl*N


























^	 omw*	 sumnnuzxwE TwACI*^.m"mx
C
05*6 m




o ysw	 ou w w*x"m	 {'
' 051
	




















. -------'-------------- -- — ----'----- '-- — -- - --- - 	 |
^	 .	 /

















pr*4 cOwPxLswx Hp2*177 ;SEPT* 1e7*,
	
'	
-	 nnm^	 somnowTxwE SCmx(A.*^wI
c	 SxeROurIwsxn *wLr% pc/ MATRIX BY w aCwLwm
C	 .
	
^	 wmmw	 oo	 -
	
`	 nw**	 on * w=x,m
'	 ummo	 om 9 Jiml.m









































































The only step that may introduce some computational complexities in the
optimization scheme described in Section 4 is the solution of the matrix Ric-
cati equation for the evaluation of the local. controls. Despite the fact that
this computation is performed at the subsystem level and hence involves ma-
trices of small orders, simulation on a digital computer will invariably be
necessary. Although many, different methods for the solution of the Riccati
equation exist in the literature, the particular method that is adopted here
is the iterative technique due to Kleinman [19) . In addition to dete=ining
the symmetric positive-definite solution P of the Riccati equation
ATP + PA - PBR-1BTP + Q = 0 ,
the program described here also computes the eigenvalues of the matrices P
and W = Q + PBR_ IBTP that is necessary in the evaluation of the suboptimal.-
ity index e .
The simulation analysis was conducted on the BP 2100 digital computing
system (32K memory) in FORTRAN language. In the following description, only
the subroutines MINV, SM and POLRT are to be supplied externally (from IBM
Scientific Subroutine Package), while the rest are contained internally.
Since the computation involves only the subsystems that result from a suita-
ble decomposition of the overall system and hence are necessarily of small
dimensions, the program is prepared to handle subsystems of dimension up to
five.
DESCRIMON OB THE EXTERNAL SUBRCUTTNES (Front SSP)
A.33
Usage:
CALL MINA' (A, No D, L, M)
Description of parameters:
A - Input matrix, destroyed in computation and replaced by
resultant inverse. 
a
N - Order of matrix A .
D - Resultant determinant.
L - Work vector of length N .
M - York vector of length N .
Remarks:
Matrix A must be a general (nonsingtiaar) matrix.
Subroutines and function subprograms required: None.
Method:
The standard Gauss-Jordan method is used. The determinant
is also calculated. A determinant with absolute value less
than 10 (-20) indicates singularity.
Subroutine S7MQ
Purpose;
Obtain solution of a set of simultaneous linear equations AX = b .
Usage:
GALL SINIQ (A, B, N, KS)
Description of parameters:
A - Matrix of coefficients stored solumnwi.se. These are des-
troyed in the computation. The size of matrix A is N
by N	 i
B - Vector of original constants (length N). These are re-







N - Number of equations and variables. N must be greater
than 1.
KS - Output digit: 0 for a normal solution; 1 for a sing-
ular set of equations.
Remarks:
Matrix A must be general. If matrix is singular } solution
values are meaningless.
Subroutines and function subprograms required: None.
Method:
Method of solution is by elimination using largest pivotal div%sor.
SJ^ routine POLRT
Purpose:
Computes the real and complex roots of a real polynomial.
Usage:
CALL POLRT (XCOF, COF, M, ROOTR, ROOTI, IER)
Description of parameters:
XCOF - Vector-of M+l coefficients of the polynomial ordered
from smallest to largest power.
COF - Working vector of length M+1 .
M - Order of polynomial..
ROM - Resultant vector of length M containing real roots of
the polynomial..
ROOTI - Resultant vector of length M containing the correspond-
ing imaginary roots of the polynomial.
IER	 Error code where
IER - 0 No error
IER = 1 M less than one
i
1i
IER = 2 M greater than 36
IER = 3 Unable to determine root tdith 500
iterations on S starting values.
IER = 4 High, order coefficient is zero.
Remarks;
Limited to 36-th order polynomial or less. Floating point over-
flow may occur for high order polynomials but will not affect the
accuracy of the results.









	SVLUT10H OF ALGEBRAIC RICCATI EQUATION BY KLEINMAN ITERATION
VUU 4 	OIMEzaSIuV AIyrS]sE) ; S ► 5]spI5 + 5)+R(5+5) + 5O;5+S1 + ST5+5)e
^-+'	 UOCS	 lti5(Sr5]+ AMI b .b11T5( '^ rSlrAl3X;5rS7rUi5 . 57rpt5-51r >'i15+'.a1r
	 ^
.	 UOUb	 2u1wt5+51.SF [ rs.U)1Lv151.MV15]rVR{257 +TB(5+S1sTAi5+5]s
	 _.	 _ ..____ _
	
__ _
	 _	 __ _ __. - __-
UUu l	 3AJAw l 5* 5) +AfttE; (bsS] 1A0XC IS + 5) 1AUX0 6957 sAUXE (5 + 5) +AUXF (5rS} r
D4Ud	 4A %JX(j15r _ T1AUXHtbsb) . V11161+COF15 ) rkl(6)*R2161
0OU4 C	 kLA0 T-fl: STATE V IREN5ION N
-
"10	 RLAJIbs11N
uuil	 1 FU% MATI10We L	 Gr•nu THt CUNTRDL DIPLMSION
 v
UO13	 kEAI](yr1)M
-r '	 uCl4 C	 ktAD 1Nh SYSTEII HAIRIX A
.	 _ ... 0315	 I*EApta + 2);iAI1rJ1sJ=1sNlsl=i+N1	
_ _ __ _.___Oulb	 2 iUmLIATWFIU.b1 	 rty
- 	 uDir C	 NLAU THE STATE-CUNTRUL MATHIA D
volts	 REAU (3+211(o-s11.J).J=1tkt1+I=1IN)- -
uU1Y C	 1+LAV T'ik CUM MAIRICES U AND lI	 ^y
vudU	 rllnU (5r2](SUIi . J}rJ=1rN1 + I=1sN}	 fy
OU21
	
FekAV15rr= 1 [{H[I+J}rJ= 1rM )+ I=1rM1	 _	 _^_.	 _-.	 __. _ _._	 _.__
OWN!	 WHITF ( 61201
	
u




OUdb	 21 FVKf4AT ( SX* 11 5Y5TV4 MAIHI A A1' +//)
Dud?	 Du 22 1=1 4,N
UO[d	 Z2 %HlIE ( 6+23)tA(1sJ1sJ=1+N)






--	 0 32	 MrtlTE;y,2y)	 t
03 .1	2b FU1­1+4T th N i f 5TATE-CONIHOL MATRIX B°+//1
0034	 DO Cy I=1*N
Uv3tr	 2b WRl1k(5s23)9ti(irK)rK=1+}1)	 <
Vu4a	 WKIrtE ( 6r241
UUJI
	 tiKl;l• IS90)
-^	 003n	 27 FJ14z4ATIbX j 4 'CV!;T MATRICES U AND R"+//)
00aY	 wr+i IE (5928)
--OU40
	
2t] Fl}kmATt1 r10s °U MATRIX'fr//)
..	 UU4I	 Uu 49 I=19k	 Rt
U042	 29 b K 11Et6sir3} tUtisJ1 sJ=i ►N1	 __.._ ..








-	 uawI Nk1TttSs 24 )
OV45 C	 4LAU TKh %4ART1Nb APPROAIMANT SO
UU4y klAtlfhl[) ( ISU(1iJ) . J=I1N)sl=1sH)
-^	 DubD Ds1 3 1 =1*M
Oubi DJ 3 J=I.k
{sU52 J b{I10abVtl*J)
••	 OU53 CALL. u„y_ tR1"sVf0
tr'1b4 CW-L 't1NVIVR*m*UtT.LV%MV)
0bb GALL V: VAIV>s111*WIN)










	 RICAT	 FTN4 COMPILERS HP24177	 tSEPTs 1474) +^7
—00S7 .._- 32 ItRiTE[b933}
i 0058 35 FURMATt10X0 1S'TANT OF THE FIRST ITERATION-1s"!)
0U S! _	 . wciTE(6,34)
i Q.ubo 34 FOR!JkT(5Xr' lSTARTING APPROXIMANT-S MATRIX"s//)
0061 Du 35 I=1sM
_-_
0064 35 krr{ii£[6r23} I5 t1sJ )*J=1rN7	 __	 ._	 _____ _-
-
- - .--.,T—.-	 -- .- ---.	 _.	 -
w 0063 0NlTf.to*24}
' VUb4 Du 2D	 VAR=1r5D .^
00bb CALL 4A4UL(8rS*k55vNrM*N)
Du66 OU 4 1=19N r
Ul61 VU 4 J=11N
OObo 4 0S(I*J)=-b5(I*J}
_ CU69 C THE HUJIFIEU SYSTEM MATRIX AM IS OBTAINED NOW




0012 36 FORMAT(bAs"MUDIFIED SYSTEM MATRIX--AM=A-B B'S"*//1 ..
0073 00 37 lxl*N
OUfY 37 Wt(ITE[5,23)(AH(1,J)sJx1rN)
Qul/ rr,tlTE16924 ) ^.
Dula 141 CALL EIVALtAMrN•VUrCOFsR1rR2)
_.	 001 wrclTEtb,I42)
UDlis lot FUkMATtbXv"U6ENVALUES OF CLOSED LOOP MATRIX"s//)
0071 00 I43 J-1rN
• _(!0410 1431tK1 ;EIbr23)k1(J}slt2[J)
Uursl y,rt1TE(5024)








_	 UCSb CALL MASU4('JsAUAH*D*NsN1	 _-- __ --- _ -----	 -- --.—	 ^
DUbt C TmL LYANU4UV MATRIX EQJATION IS NOW P*AM*TR(AM)vPx-D
Ouese CALL LYAPUtU*AM:PsN)
UU90 b FOk:t4T(51(s"P MATRIX-SOLUTION OF LYAPUNOV EQUATION"s//) I
00Y1 Du I 1=1*N




UU9! 10 FJrt	 6TtI-I0rt0t2x*L13Q5}}
- uUYk yrrtlTF(b,24)




btl'1ls CALL 4AMUL(AUAiPvbF94vN%N) 	 k.^ _ . .. _	 --	 -----__ _.^.- --.	 ._._____.	 _	 ----.	 •-- -	 .-	 .-	 —	 -.._	 ._
UUYd CALL NSlQh (ArTA *N,NI
ULUO CALL MAMuLtTA,N*AVXA*N, NrN)
0101 CALL MAMJL(PrAtiAdXb$N vN n N) 	 -	 -- ----•- --- -	 _.----.._ ^._ ___	 _
1)1 ,i2 CALL MAMULtbsSFrAUXCtN*MrN)
ulol CALL MAMULIPrAdACsAUXvNvN,N) -
iJLD» C ComXUTE THE w MATRIX s M=Q*P A B"RIN*T34F -
"^ 4105 CALL MA5U4(U,AJAlW%&*N) .
0146 oclTF (&1131)
clot 131FVrolAT(5X %'lwMA}RIA	 ---	 WxU*P ;L' •RLNAT9'P"./JI	 ... _.	 ...._._^..._	 _ -_	 _ W
Dluo UU 132 1=1*N - Vr
9104 132 -irtlh ISQ31(wCItiltJ=1sNl s
ullu koaITEtb*24)
Dill U3 112 lnlr ►a	 4




PAVE 0003	 RICAT	 FTN4 COMPILERS MP24177
	
(SEPT • 19T4) i- -------
- Otis 112 AUXtIvJI =-AUX(I .J)
0114 CALL MASUH1AUX9AUXA . At1XF.NrN1 r
OI15 CALL HASUM(AUXFrAUXU . AJXO iN 9N)
Ullb CALL MASUH(AURDrOr AU)iE.NrNI
--
U11T C CHECKINU THE SOLUTION r
U11d #11CIi£ i51111 1
0119 111 F(jq"A(IJDA "CHELK1,%U THE SOLUTION ".//) -
-'' 0leo 113 W H ITEtb.)14) i
4121 111# FOK:at? tbX.' 'VALUr- OF KICCATI MATRIX".//1
' Vled UD 115 I=1rN
0123 I15 WRITE (br23) (AUXE ( 1sJ1rJ=1rN1 .
_ old- WHITE ( b9241
ul,eb C MATRIX SF IS THE STARTING APPROXIMANT FOR NEXT ITERATION
Web C ThE STFHOY VALUE OF 5F IS THE FEEDBACK GAIN MATRIX FOR 714E OPTIMAL
-_	 1127. C KGbULA(Uk K=k14*1130 P ^-
0146 DU b I =12H
r 0129 oil b J=i.N .r
013U G 5(1TJ)=5F(I*J)
013I C AUU1TIONAL CUMgUTATI0NS--CALCULATION OF EIGENVALUES OF
-
U13e C MkTRICES W AND P--THIS PART MAY BE OMITTED WHEN THE SOLUTION
0131 C Or A RILCATI EUUATI EFN ONLY IS DESIRED	 -- --...
	 _--	 _ _ --	 -___	 _	 __. __-. _
	 -. _ ____ w ^ .- ---	 • .
01.11# CALL EIVAL(PrN.VU.COFrRlvR21
11,135 WRITE(Sr133)	 - +
-
U.13b 133 FU^t MAT ( SX.' ,kIGENVALUES OF P 11 1 9/f)
0131 00 d34 J:I.N





O141 whiFE (6r135) •
V14e _135 FORMAT (5X."kIGENVALUES OF N".//)
- D14J no 136 I=11N
+ (1144 136 ORITE(6I23)HIII1rRM) •	 a	 --
.._ _.	 4140 «.t1(E(6,241
	
._	 _	 __	 __..
	 ...-
	 --	 -	
__	 ^..	 . _
	 -	
_-.- -	 •—
' 014b -- -wRl TE 1 60m -	
_	 .	 ..
014T 3d FUhMAT(19X."NEAT IIkkATION COMMENCES HERE".///) 40
_	 _..
U14d 1wtsi)@16110)-
D14l 106 FOKMAT(bXr"HUDIFIED APAROXIMANT-NEW S MATR M't"I -
..' 11150 Do 39 3 = 11" .,











PAGE 0001	 FTN4 COMPILERI HP24177 (SEPT. 1974) 	 `•
r	 U15b	 sub ROUTINE HAMUL(F•G.H,N1rN2rN3)
UlbT	 OWENSION F(5rS)rG(5r5)+H(5r5)
01hd	 OV 51 I-1041 _-
ULSy
	UU 51 J= 1 rN3 -
OlbO	 SUM=0.0
0161 _.	 DU 52 R=IrN4	 --	 -	 --	 -
0104	 52 SU+:=5114++-1I9K)•G(K+J)
0163	 HLIrJ1=bum
{	 _-- -- gl4v	 51 CUNIINUL
0165	 RETURN
	 - - -	 -- -
+	 0166	 ENU
+
°	 •• NO ERRUA9 40 	PROWAM z 00091
	 COMMON : 00000
+	 PAGE 0001
	 FTN4 COMPILERI HP24177 (SEPT. 1974)
5	 '	 _
!	 UtbT	 SU8RUUI1NE MASUM(FoGsHrN1rN2)
Ulbes	 DIHkN5I011 F15.51rG(5,5)vK(SrS)
	 -







_ .- .— --
	 -- ----- -
	 }	 ---
- 0114	 ENJ	 l	 "'
».---	
•. 
rIV tkHgkS••	 PROGRAM = 00nbT	 COMMON = 
00400- --- --- -- - - - -- --•----. ---- ----- 
	 -• - $^
	
-- ---^..._. __ ._. r
w
r	 r	 PAGE 0001
	 FTN4 COMPILERI HPZ4177 (SEPT. 1974)
	
02
OL15	 SUtjHOUTINE MATKN(FrGrN1+ y2)	 --- --- - --
0116	 UIVhNSIO+4 F15s51rG1595) 	 L
Ulf?	 00 71 I=10N! -
U17d	 Du 71 JS1.NZ
?	 0119	 G1J.1)=F11vJ)












'	 PAGE OOOL	 FTN4.COmPILERi HP24177 (SEPT. 1974)	 ^	 -
t	 '^	 0183 ^	 SUHROUTINE LYAPU( G+A.HvN)	 Is '
0184	 DiKtNSIW4iSrS},A(S*Sl sfii5s5}+P(15IsLI5r5}sU{15rIS}sPl(225I
	 !:^
01tl0	 CALL TR:N(GsP ►NiHI	 >
	
1 ^	 9187	 CALL t1AIL{Ns4tL) C
'	 ttlttB	 CALL LP(L+AvNtKtU)F_.._..-Ults9 —
	 AU 10 1=19ti
	










s 01y^	 10..0 FUkMAT(.1Iti13HSIN(=ULAR CASE)
019b	 11 CALL ATHI(PtHsM n N)	 C'
_Viy7_..	 RETUkN_
"	 0198	 ENO




FIN4 COMPILERS KP24177 (SEPT. 1974 1
S	 ^.U199	 SUBKOU ) 1NE TRIY (A9P9NvM)^---_	 T---	 _	 -- - -	 - -- r
UL(lt)	 DIMENSION A(59's}9P (15)
x	 0201	 t'.=U	 _.	 ----. _-	 - ----^	 - -	 -
	
^► s	 4203	 L=K	 ^	 * ". ~~~
D204	 __ DU• d IxL9N_..^_
0208	 END
+• NO ERRORS**	 PROGRAM : -00064	 ' COMMON sc 00000	 4	 Me
_: ^  -- .._._. _.. 	_..	 .__^_ _	






	 (SEPT. L974 1
0204 Sdb4VUTINE A7RI (P,
	 M-1 14) - Y •+
I
J2t0 OIMENSION A(bT5).P{1S)
_	 U.eil _	 ...	 Pt=U






Bti: M=M-i - -	 - --
-	 OGIn 8 A ( [- . I) =P(M)
'	 U217
_	 .. UST Y J=i.N
G2itl L=J
-
-	 OGiy UO 9 I=L.N
_	 0Z2(1 9 AC1+J1 =A(J.I1
	 -_-.
U21 R-,TLJHt4 -	 -	 -
0G22 E14U









U2i'3 SUHROUTI NE HATL ( tit M.L)
U224 uimhKSIUV L[S•5ltLI(1S) -
002} _. DU tl K=1.M
0tt6 8 LI(K)=R
=	 (leer M1=u
ueed DO 18 "loN
U22N Lb=K L`a LIU
^.










--	 - - - ----G2Ja E»il
-	 +
_




0001	 FTN4 COMPILER: HPZ(.177
	 (SEPT. 1974)
(1239 SutsKtIUTIVE MAVEC ( A9H,PI) ^I
—	 02»u pIMt:tJSla!Y At15,I51.P1(Z251 ^^
od r-L 00 6 K=144
acr2 Ou d J =.1 sN '-	 c
..	 U43 L-Nlk(K-1}•J





•-	 ^-	 NO ERAURS• *	 9400R AM = 00061	 COMMON = 0000O ^.^
iPAGE	 0001	 FTN4 COMPILER= HP24177	 (SEPT * 1974) ~^„
- -	 GL^►7 -	 SU6HOUT1NE MAVECA,NiPI)
- ' (i[&e UirlENSION A (5,5) PP1(G5J }
OZ50 RU d J=19N
DZ51 01NO W-1) +J
f '— 0253 RETURN
-► ' 0e5y . ENU
-
Jr 0*	 NO ERRORS**	 PROGRAM	 00061
	
COMMON : 000D0
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